ACA/FAMILY MEDICAID 201-4
Healthy Montana Kids Plus (ACA HMK Plus)

Supersedes: FMA 201-6 (10/01/09); FMA 201-7 (01/01/08)

Reference: 42 CFR 435.118; ARM 37.82.101, .701; MCA 53-6-131; 42 USC 1396b; OBRA ‘86

Overview: Children from birth through age 18 may be eligible for HMK Plus coverage through the end of the month they turn 19. Countable income must be at or below 143% FPL (FMA 005).

NON-FINANCIAL CRITERIA:

Medicaid standard nonfinancial requirements are listed in section CMA 300. In addition to the standard criteria that applies to all Medicaid programs, the following nonfinancial criteria are specific to ACA HMK Plus:

- Child must be under age 19

CONTINUOUS COVERAGE:

Children eligible for HMK Plus remain eligible for up to 12 months, regardless of changes in household circumstances (other than moving out of Montana, dying or turning 19).

Effective Date: July 01, 2016